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MANIFESTO

BERGMAN,
TARKOVSKY,
GODARD,
PASOLINI…

These were CREATIVE GODS whose films were CINEMATIC
MISSILE BLASTS that PAINTED A VIVID PICTURE of
what it was like to be ALIVE IN THEIR COUNTRIES AT
THAT TIME.
We have chosen FOUR FILMS from these directors as our
Inspirations to create FOUR SEGMENTS that play together as
ONE FEATURE FILM.
The ORIGINAL FILMS each explore distinct aspects of
SOCIAL CRISIS which we found remarkably SIMILAR to
crisis’ faced in AMERICA TODAY.
Therefore we found it Exciting to take the BASIS OF THESE
STORIES and RE-IMAGINE them in PRESENT DAY
AMERICA.
THESE WILL NOT BE “REMAKES.” In making this film we
seek to Learn from these great non-American filmmakers how to
EXAMINE OUR OWN CULTURE and our own PSYCHOLOGY
through the prism of these AUTEUR masterworks.

THE INSPIRATIONS ARE:

Jonathan Caouette:
PERSONA by Ingmar Bergman

Zöe Cassavetes:
MY LIFE TO LIVE by Jean-Luc Godard

A young nurse, Alma, is put in charge of Elisabeth, an actress who
has had a nervous breakdown and will not talk. As they spend time
together, Alma speaks constantly, eventually confessing secrets to a
seemingly sympathetic Elisabeth, but finds that her own personality
is being forcefully submerged into Elisabeth’s persona.

Anna, a beautiful and spontaneous young mother decides to leave her
husband and child to pursue a career as an actress. But in a series of
unlucky events, she slips into a career of prostitution, never coming
close to her dreams. Anna “gives her body to keep her soul,” but up
to her tragic end, she always lives life her way.

Xan Cassavetes:
THE SACRIFICE by Andrei Tarkovsky
Alexander a family man and philosopher, tells his son how worried he
is about the lack of spirituality of modern mankind. When the Third
World War breaks out and nuclear annihilation is eminent, Alexander
is faced with the choice to turn away from God or visit the local witch,
in order to sacrifice himself to save mankind.

Michael Rapaport:
ACCATTONE by Pier Paulo Pasolini
Vittorio Accattone has never worked a day in his life, but makes a good
living prostituting his female companion. But when she is arrested, he
declines into poverty and hunger. When Stella, a lovely and unbelievably
innocent peasant worker enters his life, Accattone tries to find a way,
honest or not, to bring back good fortune.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

PERSONA 2.O
by Jonathan Caouette
“Home”

IZQOBHPHJD describes vivid dreamlike auditory, visual, or tactile sensations, most
commonly associated with the wakefulness-sleep transition state.
I was introduced to “2.0” via an ecstatic email
from my dear friend Xan Cassavetes. I quickly and
enthusiastically responded with what I wanted to
do: Ingmar Bergman’s “Persona.” Of course I was
so excited I almost fell out of my chair. My interest
in the subject of identity plus long time fascination
with “Persona” makes this the dream film I have
been waiting to make my whole life.
As I thought about reworking these characters and
the idea of merging identities, I thought inevitably
of my mother, Renée Leblanc, whose struggle with
mental health was the subject of my 2004 feature documentary “Tarnation.” I made “Tarnation” through
the course of my life from age 11 to 31, to focus my

creativity and help keep my sanity while watching my
mother struggle with hers. Although the international
film world opened up their hearts and theaters to my
work, the American health care system, especially in
my home state of Texas, has and continues to insufficiently offer my family reliable quality assistance.
Over the years in my efforts to understand my mother
and be “there” with her, I often felt we were merging
together. How far could it go? I still don’t know, but I
think about it every day. This assignment of 2.0 has
led me to think about it in even more depth…where
this could go, where it has been, how it feels, this
merging… and put story and image to these ideas mere
words can’t describe.

“2.0 Home” is what has come out of me — a dreamlike
narrative of the merging and melding of two desperate
people into one. I transposed the character of Alma,
the Nurse, into an estranged but empathetic son
named Cody who comes to take care of his mother,
Penny, who instead of being a famous actress like
Elizabeth Vogler in the original Bergman, is now a
poor country/folk singer of little renown, who has
suddenly stopped speaking while doing a gig at a road
side bar in their rural Nebraska.
We learn that over the years Penny and Cody have had
a long-standing and unpleasant relationship with the
U.S. health care system while trying to find a stable
medical balance for Penny’s severe bipolar disorder.
So in the face of his mother’s sudden muteness, Cody
decides he is done trusting doctors and insists on
taking Penny home to try and “cure” her by himself,
using his love as her son as the primary medicine.
At first everything goes reasonably well. Penny seems
to respond to Cody’s attention and care, while Cody
couldn’t be happier to have his mother around all the

time listening to whatever he says. Chatting away
happily to fail the hours, Cody starts to expose his
soul to Penny — even though he really isn’t sure what
she is thinking, why she won’t speak or the actual
state of her inner awareness.
One day a letter comes from Leigh, who is Cody’s
father and the love of Penny’s life. They haven’t
seen or heard from Leigh for almost 17 years when
Penny caused a terrible accident during a particularly
bad manic episode when Cody was a toddler. As
Cody reads the letter aloud they discover Leigh
has been wasting away in prison for almost 17 years.
Soon after Leigh split Penny and baby Cody, he
had a drunk driving accident and was sentenced for
manslaughter.
Penny is transfixed. Leigh’s letter is heartfelt and
filled with strange wisdom and sincere love from
Leigh to them. After Cody finishes reading the letter
to Penny, the memories and emotions stirred between
them seem to trigger a rip in the fabric of space, time
and their shared consciousness. Penny and Cody find
themselves falling into a black hole of surreal space
where they must ultimately decide whether Cody
will get Penny to join him in “reality,” or Cody will
instead merge forever with Penny in “madness.”
I intend to create a full on expressionistic, hypnagogic,
psychotronic tale about life, love, judgment, sexuality,
memory, the true meaning of health and our collective
illusions of life and love.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

THE SACRIFICE 2.O
by Xan Cassavetes
“Faith“
The idea for this project came from a screening of
Tarkovsky’s “The Sacrifice” on a summer night last
year at my friends’ Greenwich Village apartment.
I sat in the dark and watched this film about a Swedish family in a country house who learn on TV nuclear
missiles have been launched at Europe. I was horrified
and fascinated. We have all thought of nuclear war at
many different times, but the way it came about in the
film suddenly and how the film showed them “terrorized,” waiting, expecting death, made me think of the
psychology of our recent experience with ‘terrorism.’
Also, the cynicism and complacency portrayed in these
family members before hearing the news. It was the
picture of a handful of people who represented their
society. Lost, let down by their system and themselves.
Ambitious and exhausted. And now, about to be avenged
for something they were not in touch with. It all said
something about that time and place. I thought how
valuable, or at least interesting it would be to — through
that situation — say something about ours.
While imagining hearing that kind of news one of my
first thoughts was “I would wonder if it was a lie.” We’ve

all questioned those conveniently timed orange alerts,
and have learned to recognize the outrageousness of
fear mongering through the media. Still, it would be
too big of a lie — or would it? Just wavering over it
here, it’s clear to see how pathetic and frightening
it is to live under a system you seriously feel you
cannot trust. But this has become life. And yes, we
are fucked up. The world pays and so do we. But the
more we explore it through film, the more we can
figure it all out.
I set the same situation in a Greenwich Village apartment at an intimate eleventh hour party, 2008.
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Ben is in church distraught. He prays but can’t connect. He walks the streets of New York with a radio
broadcast playing over the footage. They shakily announce that a videotape has been received promising
the annihilation of the U.S. that night at midnight by
means of a combination of nuclear and biochemical
weapons. Ben wanders the city with a new lucid and
terrified perspective. So does everyone else. The city
is in shock. He sees a strange woman in a doorway
who has a stare that deeply unsettles him.

It is night and Ben finds himself at the door of his old
friend, Anthony’s Greenwich Village apartment where
a small gathering is taking place. He enters and it’s
clear they were all once close but Ben hasn’t seen them
much since his religious conversion some years before.
Also present is the Strange Woman from the street,
here introduced as Eva.
They are happy but very surprised to see him, especially
knowing he has a wife and three kids, but they don’t
press him for answers. Ben has actually left his family at
home tranquilized, because he is unable to face them
or the truth in himself. He is ambivalent about God
and it has come to a head on the final night of his life.
The conversation becomes heated, emotional, and he
steps out taking a call from his wife, terrified. He hangs
up and prays to God, “if You are out there” offering
anything from himself if only He will save them. We
get the sense that Ben is not heard.
Returning to the party Ben is surprised to find the atmosphere has turned to laughter and lightness. The sudden changes of tone and mood will continue throughout the film as the dynamics between the characters
and the feeling of death encroaching comes and goes.
Helicopters appear, lights shine into the apartment,
sirens, hymns and hysteria are heard from the street,
interrupting arguments, memories and talk of whether the impending apocalypse will actually happen.
When real reminders of the crisis temporarily interrupt them it makes the situation in the apartment all
the more chilling.
Everyone except Ben is drunk which highlights his
resistance. Ben is extremely sensitive to life’s pain and
religion has given him an excuse not to engage in life.
His friends in contrast have engaged, suffered for it,
and they discuss the pain as well as the honor of that
engagement. Ben has no story to tell except for why
he turned to religion: despite seeing little evidence of
God and His Mercy, he decided to have faith, blind
faith. The ultimate faith.

One of his old friends (and casual ex-lovers), Michelle,
is infuriated by his rationale, his posturing. She accuses
Ben of feeling no more faith than he ever has, of being
a fake and a coward. She is also still attracted to him,
drunk and hysterical, wanting more than anything
to be with him one last time before they die. It’s not
going to happen.
The hour of death grows nearer. Anthony takes Ben out
back and tells him, in a moment of desperation, that
the Strange Woman, Eva is a witch, giving evidence of
her powers. Anthony tells Ben the only way to avert
the disaster is for Ben to perform the sex act with her.
Ben is horrified, outraged. Emotions are high and
everything is becoming crazier. He storms off and goes
up to get his coat to leave.
There, an uninvited guest walks in creating a scene
and becoming violent. He attacks Ben and the other
men restrain him, throwing him out — the violent and
primal part of their nature fully seen. The women
watch with horror.

Ben is now alone with Eva in the apartment. It’s
11:30 PM, the shadow of death looms over them.
People sing God Bless America in the streets. Ben
can’t take it. He can’t let go of his unlived life. He is
ready to sacrifice his insincere relationship with God
by committing his one true act of faith. At the last
minute he goes to Eva, and the act is consummated
in solemn, symbolic, luminous images.
The next morning they wake up on the floor. He asks
what happened and she tells him they are alive, the
crisis has been avoided and the world is safe.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

MY LIFE TO LIVE 2.O
by Zöe Cassavetes
“Fame”

When my sister Xan Cassavetes asked me to join
the 2.0 project, I was thrilled. First, because of the
chance to work with such amazing directors that
I truly admire, but also because this project is so
maverick in form, ideas and content. I have been a
film lover for as long as I can remember, and getting
the chance to use such cinematic masterworks as
an inspiration to reflect on our own culture is really
exciting and daunting.
When choosing Godard’s “Vivre Sa Vie,” I knew I
was daring to take a most beloved director’s work
and turn it upside down. I admire Godard’s unconventional shooting style and intimate structure, but
it is the tragic timeliness of the story that really hit
me. It is the story of a young woman who desires a
career as an actress. She leaves behind her security

and all who love her with complete determination.
Her dreams don’t turn out as planned and she must
turn to prostitution to survive. It reminded me so
much of today’s desperation for fame, the martyrdom of young actresses, the cult of personality, and
the price one has to pay to commit to it.
The story of a struggling actress isn’t a new one, but
the world around it today is. With all the access of
the internet, magazines and television (especially
reality TV) these young women who desire fame
see their “stars” lives up close and personal (how
thin they are, diet secrets! where they eat, what they
wear, who they sleep with). It seems a road map to
the way to success. And with success there can be
no apologies.
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Anna is a young woman who comes from a small
town with hopes of becoming an actress. She has
moved to Los Angeles to pursue her dreams, trying
to take the conventional steps she imagines will lead
her to success.
Frustrated by her mild progress, Anna realizes that
the road to fame will require much more of her than
talent and natural beauty. So she decides to take the
steps and opportunities that come before her to help
her “climb the ladder of success,” not fully absorbing
what the consequences may be. Anna dumps her
boyfriend, and heads out on a networking mission.
She bares her soul on tape for an agent, meets Star,
a “Paris Hilton” style celebrity who takes her in and
gives her a glimpse at the closed circle of a celebrity
group of friends. It is there she meets and falls in
love with Brody, a successful singer from a boy band
with aspirations of becoming an actor. Brody seems
to understand Anna’s spotlight and “helps” her gain
notoriety from their relationship and furthers both
their careers by talking her in to making a sex tape.
But it’s a twisted road. The more Anna gains, the
less she feels, but the internal struggle is numbed by
her ambition. And even with her gaining fame she
realizes the competition is stiff, and show business
can be cruel. Anna doesn’t complain. She feels it is
her responsibility and therefore takes each blow.
In the end, she does gain the success and gets to show
her talent. But at what personal cost?

As in the original, I plan to film the movie’s twelve
scenes (or tableaux) in an unconventional and very
raw way. Each chapter will be preceded by a black
card with a quote or lyric of a song from today’s pop
culture that relates to the telling of the story.
I think this story has so much meaning in today’s
society; celebrity is bleeding into our subconscious
until we are totally saturated and addicted to
information we need to know nothing about. It has
zero to do with art, just exposure, shock value, and
addiction to attention. There is such danger in the
message this frenzy is giving the youth in America.
It is such an opiate and distraction against the real
problems of today’s world with poverty, war, violence
and depression looming all around us. Why do we
look to these “icons” for escape instead of revolting
against what may be the destruction of the world?
Even I fall prey to this distraction of gossip and
voyeurism, although I realize how destructive it is
to the art form as well as society. I’m glad to have
a chance to address this phenomenon for myself as
well as everyone else around me. Questions set up by
“My Life To Live” will make this a strong piece on an
unsettling aspect of contemporary American culture.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

ACCATONE 2.O
by Michael Rapaport
“Dreams”

When I was approached by Xan to be a part of this film,
I decided my ‘inspiration’ would be to take ideas from
Pasolini’s “Accatone” and rework it into its own story
about a young hustler on the streets of Los Angeles
in this period of time where everything is changing so
fast. Even the shitty neighborhoods are barely shitty
neighborhoods. The hopes are high, but the bottom
line is for many the reality of poverty is still reality.
Pasolini’s “Accatone” is a pimp in post-war Naples.
My character, “Anthony” is a street guy who lives off
of his girlfriend, a stripper. Both hard characters to feel
for, when others around them do what it takes to get by.
But I was interested in a character who looked around
him and saw the only chance of employment for his
socio-economic group, was work in dehumanizing,
robotic jobs for minimum wage with no real chance of

advancement. So “Anthony” consciously and bitterly
resists what he considers to be the sacrifice of his soul, his
manhood, to a system that “uses them like animals.”
As each segment is supposed to deal with a American
issue, I felt it was interesting to raise questions about
the idea that the U.S. has no class system. It’s true,
for some it works out well. But for most drugs, lack of
opportunity and maybe most of all a healthy sense of
self in the eyes of society makes transcending that life
almost impossible.
The setting will be the world of and around Hollywood
Blvd, which is not only cinematic but significant.
This area has always been out of time with it’s old
Hollywood buildings, middle America tourists, off
and on duty pimps and prostitutes, the homeless, long

haired musicians, broke old people, strippers, punk
rockers, transvestites, guys dressed up in Spider Man
outfits, cops and street people. It’s a place of “weirdos.”
Marginalized people, all thrown together with only a
form of financial desperation to link them. It is now
becoming more and more gentrified, but the “weirdos”
haven’t gotten the memo yet. The boulevard still
belongs to them, even as they look around them and
realize it’s only a matter of time. I love that contrast,
especially for this story.
Diverting even more from the original, I’ll make this
character “un-hurtable.” He routinely walks through
traffic without a scratch, jumps off freeway overpasses
on bets and generally repeatedly tempts fate to show
him he is not a ghost, that he is human, and until the
end he is never given that affirmation.
I’ll introduce the theme of dreams and illusions. the
struggle to stay in reality when the mind wants to
believe what it hears or what it needs: exalting you,
compromising you, fooling you, saving you. And there
are two prominent dream sequences that show this in
visual and emotional and even philosophical ways.

There are now supporting characters who bring a lot of
humor and wisdom, as it would apply to the newness
of the story, being an American in 2010.
My character “Anthony” is an uneducated but thinking man. he might have been a revolutionary, a positive
force for change in a time where revolution existed.
I’m excited to shoot what I believe will be a tragic story
about a man in a fast changing yet still unequal society
who tried to hold on to his sense of self. but eventually
his dreams and hopes betray him, proving in the end,
he is human after all.
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